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ABSTRACT

Deep Learning is dominant in the field of computer vision, thanks to its high per-

formance. This high performance is driven by large annotated datasets and proper

evaluation benchmarks. However, two important areas in computer vision, depth-

based hand segmentation, and local features, respectively lack a large well-annotated

dataset and a benchmark protocol that properly demonstrates its practical perfor-

mance. Therefore, in this thesis, we focus on these two problems. For hand seg-

mentation, we create a novel systematic way to easily create automatic semantic

segmentation annotations for large datasets. We achieved this with the help of tradi-

tional computer vision techniques and minimal hardware setup of one RGB-D cam-

era and two distinctly colored skin-tight gloves. Our method allows easy creation

of large-scale datasets with high annotation quality. For local features, we create a

new modern benchmark, that reveals their different aspects. Specifically wide-baseline

stereo matching and Multi-View Stereo (MVS), of keypoints in a more practical setup,

namely Structure-from-Motion (SfM). We believe that through our new benchmark,

we will be able to spur research on learned local features to a more practical direc-

tion. In this respect, the benchmark developed for the thesis will be used to host a

challenge on local features.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent advances in modern computer vision is based highly on datasets [95] and

good evaluation benchmarks [24, 47, 79]. This is especially true in the era of deep

learning, where most state-of-the-art methods in computer vision rely on deep learning

[48, 53, 72, 18]. Deep learning is a fragment of a broader family of machine learning

for learning data representations. Some deep learning architectures such as deep

neural networks, recurrent neural networks, deep belief networks have been applied

to the field of computer vision [48, 32, 50]. For successful deep learning in modern

computer vision, it is a common practice to have: (i) high computational power

to train neural networks; (ii) complex and large deep network architectures; and

(iii) labeled data to train the neural networks [95]. With advances in modern GPU

hardware, cloud compute and open-source deep learning libraries such as TensorFlow

[2], Caffe [42], and PyTorch [68], training deep neural networks has become easy.

One of the challenges for training deep neural networks is now the creation of large

datasets with high qualitiy annotations, as well as having a proper benchmark setup.

In this thesis, we focus on mainly two application areas of computer vision. In

the first part of the thesis, we will focus on depth-based hand segmentation, and

propose a systematic way of generating large high-quality datasets without much

human labeling effort. In the second part, we will focus on benchmarking of local

features, where we propose a benchmark framework that is well-tied with how local

features are used in practice.
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1.1 Dataset for Hand Segmentation

In everyday life, we interact with our surrounding environment utilizing our hands

as analog controllers. To have a fully immersive experience in virtual environments,

there is a need to transfer this natural way of hand interaction. Hence, the devel-

opment of robust hand tracking technology becomes an essential requirement for the

success of immersive AR/VR experiences. Thanks to depth cameras, substantial

progress towards this goal has been made, where state of the art constitutes a mix-

ture of generative and discriminative methods to fulfill the objectives of efficiently

and accurately tracking various poses of hands and efficient re-initialization in cases

of a tracking failure. Most real-time tracking algorithms depend on the pre-processing

step of identifying the location of hands in the image. In the case of generative track-

ers, we need to identify the subset of a point cloud to which a known digital model

has to be aligned. Discriminative trackers assume the input to the regressor to be

a rectangular region of fixed size, with the hand roughly centered. Rather than ad-

dressing the generic problem of hand tracking, we focus our attention to the issue

of hand segmentation, as a robust solution to this first step is essential to enable

accurate hand tracking.

Some heuristic solutions have been proposed to simplify the task of hand segmen-

tation [66, 56, 64, 96, 87]. While these approaches are sufficiently suited for small-scale

lab experiments, they don’t possess the robustness required for any consumer-level

solution. A consumer-level solution requires a robust hand tracker working under

the full diversity of interactions in real-world scenes. Any violation of the underlying

assumptions for hand localization will result in an immediate tracking failure. One

could train a hand segmentation model from a dataset of color/depth images with

hand annotations as labels. The lack of quality and limited size of currently available

datasets result in regressors that generally overfit to the training data. Overfitting

of models leads to poor generalization to unseen scenarios. Further, in contrast to

marker-based hand tracking, the limited size of available hand segmentation datasets

had primarily led to the insufficient attention for applying modern deep learning so-

lutions to the problem of real-time hand segmentation. Hence, a central challenge

is to generate a sufficiently large dataset equipped with high-quality ground truth

annotations.

Our primary contribution is our method to systematically create a depth-based

hand segmentation dataset, as well as the created dataset itself. We acquire our
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Figure 1.1: Our hand segmentation dataset is created by having a number of subjects
performing in front of the RGB-D camera while wearing a pair of colored gloves.
Color and depth are then jointly exploited to compute ground-truth labeling without
any user intervention automatically. The mapping between input depth and ground
truth labels is then exploited to learn a hand segmentation network for depth input.

dataset by having a number of users perform hand gestures in front of an RGB-D

camera while wearing a pair of colored gloves; see Figure 1.1. The synchronized color

and depth channels are then used to generate high-quality ground truth annotations

with minimal manual intervention. This process allowed us to generate high-quality

annotated hand segmentation dataset which is two orders of magnitude larger than

what is available in the literature. We used this preliminary dataset to train some

existing deep learning networks to perform real-time hand segmentation. We will

dicsuss our method and dataset in more detail in Chapter 3.

1.2 Evaluation Benchmark for Local Features

Local features have played a vital role in a wide range of computer vision applica-

tions throughout the past 20 years, particularly since the inception of Scale Invariant

Feature Transform (SIFT) [55, 85]. Despite the drastic advancements resulting from

deep learning techniques, 3D reconstruction under challenging conditions remains

somewhat of an outlier, as performance in small, constrained benchmarks does not
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necessarily translate to real-world scenarios [85]. In practice, keypoint-based methods

remain the most common solution to this problem, and techniques such as SIFT [55]

or RANSAC [30] are still very much in use.

Historically, machine learning research on local features has focused on learn-

ing patch descriptors, for which training data is relatively easy to obtain [16, 91].

However, performance on patch matching benchmarks is not always meaningful, as

descriptors are tightly coupled with the keypoints they work on and image properties

which can significantly vary from one domain or dataset to another [109, 85, 67].

More representative metrics can be extracted further down the chain, for instance at

the 3D reconstruction level, but this requires better ground truth. Therefore, instead,

we provide the 3D reconstructions of larger datasets, which can be used as ground

truth for evaluating the performance of local features over small bags of images.

In parallel, there has been a strong push over the last few years towards tackling

the image matching problem with dense methods, that is, doing away with keypoints

altogether [20, 101, 103, 113, 118]. While promising results have been demonstrated

under narrow baselines, particularly with dense, deep networks, the general wide-

baseline scenario remains unsolved [110, 117]. Moreover, these methods still suffer

the problem of not being properly evaluated against more traditional baselines such as

COLMAP [83, 84], which is mainly due to the fact that such an evaluation framework

is not easy to develop.

Therefore, to enable research in this area, we create a large-scale benchmark for

evaluating local features that incorporate various aspects. We go beyond the current

datasets and benchmarks [58, 57, 16, 36, 85] that are constrained in terms of size,

photometric variations, and viewpoint changes. We will discuss our new framework

in more detail in Chapter 4.

1.3 Key contributions

In summary, the key contributions of this thesis are two fold.

• Automatic dataset labeling for hand segmentation: To allow deep learn-

ing to reach its full potential on depth-based hand segmentation, we propose a

method to automate the task of dataset labeling for hand segmentation to ease

up the process of annotating large datasets to train machine learning models.

• Evaluation benchmark for local features: To properly understand the per-
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formance of local features under challenging conditions, we propose a new eval-

uation benchmark using stereo matching and multi-view reconstruction based

metrics.

1.4 Overview

The rest of this thesis document is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction about the need for large datasets and new

evaluation pipelines for modern computer vision. We particularly focus on the

case studies of hand segmentation and Structure-from-Motion.

Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the previous research that is done in the area

of dataset generation for hand segmentation and current trends in evaluating

local features for Structure-from-Motion.

Chapter 3 briefly describes the proposed method for automating the labeling of

hand segmentation. We will also discuss the various semantic segmentation

networks and their performance when trained on the dataset we created.

Chapter 4 discusses the new evaluation benchmark pipeline, the SDK documenta-

tion, and results on some local features with the new evaluation benchmark.

Chapter 5 provides some final remarks.

Source code, evaluation benchmark and datasets will be made publicly available.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Datasets and Benchmarks in Deep Learning

Throughout the history of Computer Vision research, datasets and benchmarks have

played a critical role. They not only provide means to train and evaluate algorithms,

but also push research into challenging directions. The introduction of stereo and

optical flow datasets with ground-truth [78, 8] has driven the interest in these ar-

eas by the research community. The early evolution of object recognition datasets

[29, 33, 22] provided a platform to directly compare hundreds of image recognition

algorithms while simultaneously pushing the field towards more complex problems.

The current revolution of convolution neural networks and deep learning is a product

of large magnitudes of labeled datasets [95], especially millions of labeled images from

ImageNet [24]. Here, we first discuss three landmark datasets.

ImageNet. This is a dataset with millions of labeled images based on 1000 cat-

egories. It was one of the first large scale datasets to target the image recognition

task. Since its inception, many algorithms were proposed for visual recognition but

AlexNet [48], a convolution neural network based algorithm, has become the winner

for the first challenge. Since then, many different convolution neural network archi-

tectures have been proposed which led to greater accuracy in visual recognition. To

collect highly accurate dataset, ImageNet [24] relied on a two-step process. It first

collected candidate images from the internet by querying from several image search

engines. These images along with queries are verified with the help of humans. This

was achieved with the help of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), an online platform on
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which one can host tasks for users for a monetary reward. The images in the dataset

also have some occlusions, many objects, and scene clutter to ensure diversity. For

quality control, ImageNet [24] asked multiple users to label the same image and chose

the best label by the highest vote metric. The models trained with ImageNet [24]

have become popular for many things even outside of classification. For example,

R-CNN [31] uses AlexNet [48], trained on ImageNet [24], to extract the features from

the input image to perform object localization.

PASCAL VOC. For the detection of some basic object categories, several years

(2005-2012) were devoted to creating benchmark datasets which were widely adopted.

The PASCAL VOC [28] datasets contain over 11,000 images with 20 object categories.

It has nearly 7,000 detailed object segmentation annotations and over 27,000 labeled

object instances with bounding box information. Pascal VOC [27] also hosted a

object detection challenge with nearly 200 object categories using a subset of 400,000

images from ImageNet [24] summing up to an impressive 350,000 labelled objects

with bounding boxes. Pascal VOC [28] also created proper evaluation benchmarks

for their challenges, and they proposed to use bootstrap sampling to identify clear

winner among entrants with similar scores [105]. Pascal VOC [27] has become a

standard for object recognition related tasks with over c.a.5.5k citations and even

today many new proposed approaches have to compare against the Pascal VOC’s

benchmark.

MS-COCO. The Microsoft Common Objects in COntext (MS-COCO) dataset

contains 91 common object categories with 82 of them having more than 5000 labeled

instances. The entire dataset has 328,000 images with 2,500,000 labeled instances.

In contrast to the ImageNet [24], COCO has fewer categories but more instances per

category. MS-COCO [52] has targeted the three categories of object recognition and

crowd-sourced the dataset labeling tasks to Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT). Seg-

menting 2,500,000 object instances is very time consuming and it requires 22 worker

hours for 1,000 segmentation tasks [52]. This sums to a total of 55,000 worker hours.

Also, the task of category labeling took a total of c.a. 20,000 worker hours. From

the above statistics, it is clear that creating a dataset for semantic scene labeling is

costly and time-consuming. MS-COCO [52] has not only provided datasets for vari-

ous challenges in object recognition, but also provided evaluation benchmarks for the

same. It has over c.a.4, 000 citations since its inception and has become standard
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evaluation for various challenging problems in Computer Vision.

Object recognition datasets. Datasets related to object recognition can be broadly

classified under three categories: object classification, object detection, and seman-

tic scene labeling. The object classification task deals with predicting the class of

the dominant object in an image. ImageNet [24] dataset falls under this category of

object classification. Object detection solves the problem of predicting the class of

the object and localizing it in the image. The location of the object is represented

using a rectangular bounding box. Early algorithms in object detection dealt with

face detection [38] using various algorithms. Later, more challenging face detection

datasets were created [40]. Another popular object detection challenge is detecting

pedestrians for which Caltech Pedestrian Dataset [26] with 350,000 labeled bounding

box instances has been proposed.

Scene understanding datasets. While object detection deals with labeling the

objects in a scene with bounding boxes, semantic scene labeling categorizes each pixel

in an image to its relevant object class. Some datasets, with categories such as glass,

streets, and walls, etc., exist for both indoor [90] and outdoor [88, 15] scenes and some

datasets also included depth information [90]. The goal of semantic scene labeling is

to measure the pixel-wise accuracy of object labels.

Other vision datasets. Datasets have driven the advancement in numerous sub-

fields of Computer Vision. Apart from above mentioned datasets, there are some

notable datasets such as Middlebury datasets for stereo vision [78], multi-view stereo

[86], and optical flow [8]. The Berkely Segmentation Data Set (BSDS500) [5] had

been used extensively to evaluate semantic segmentation and edge detection. Nu-

merous areas of computer vision have benefited from challenging datasets and proper

evaluation benchmarks. In the following sections, we discuss existing datasets for

one of the areas of computer vision, hand segmentation, and the current evaluation

benchmarks for local descriptors.

2.2 Datasets for Hand Segmentation

Due to the limited size of available datasets for hand segmentation, the application of

modern deep learning algorithms to the problem of real-time hand segmentation has
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received less attention. Probably as a result, while there is significant progress in the

area of hand pose estimation [45, 51, 61, 65], hand segmentation, the preliminary step

for localizing hands to estimate hand pose has received very little attention. To allevi-

ate this problem, few heuristics have been proposed for real-time hand segmentation

dataset collection.

2.2.1 Heuristics for Data Collection

Skin color segmentation. The pioneering approach by Oikonomidis et al. [66]

leverages skin color segmentation, proposed by Argyros and Lourakis [6]. In this

method, a small input of training images is selected. The images used are in YUV

4:2:2 format. Since the Y-component of the YUV representation is sensitive to illu-

mination, it is removed. The resulting U, V channels are used to compute (i) the

prior probability P (s) of skin color, (ii) the prior probability P (c) of the occurrence

of each color c in the training set and (iii) the prior probability P (c|s) of a color c

being a skin colors can be computed by employing the Bayes rule:

P (s|c) = P (c|s)P (s)

P (c)
(2.1)

All the image points with probability P (s|c) > Tmax are considered as being skin-

colored. For hand segmentation, this approach of skin color segmentation expects

users to wear long sleeves, and since face color will be close to skin color, it has to be

out of sight of camera’s field of view for successful hand segmentation.

Depth camera-based tracking. Melax et al. [56] exploited short-range depth

sensors by assuming that everything within the camera field of view is to be tracked.

Oberweger et al. [64] expects the closest point to the depth camera belongs to the

hand. These approaches limit the usage of their proposed, though robust, algorithms.

ROI based methods. These methods identify the region-of-interest (ROI) as the

portion of the point cloud where a hand is present with the highest probability.

Tagliasacchi et al. [96] uses a wristband with known color to compute the ROI of

hand. It uses a YUV based color segmentation to identify the wristband, followed

by a vector projection to determine ROI containing the hand. The limitations with

this kind of approach are that wristband color calibration has to be done: (i) every
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time we change the wristband or (ii) environment lighting changes. Similarly, Sharp

et al. [87] employed a machine learning based skeletal body tracking to query the wrist

position. Though Sharp et al. [87] is robust to illumination changes, the algorithm for

skeletal tracking has been trained over a full body or upper-body. Hence, it expects

a significant portion of the human body in the field-of-view of the camera to predict

the wrist.

These heuristics have been mainly proposed for hand pose estimation and tracking.

Therefore, they are not directly suitable for acquiring high-quality annotations for

hand segmentation. Moreover, these algorithms rely on assumptions that may not

necessarily hold in practice. In other words, there is a clear need for creating high-

quality hand segmentation dataset.

2.2.2 Existing Datasets

Buehler et al. [17] and Bambach et al. [11] proposed datasets for hand segmentation

from color images. These datasets contain pixel-level manually annotated ground

truth for respectively c.a.500 and c.a.15k color images. Manually annotating seg-

mentation masks from color images is extremely labor intensive task. This makes the

task of collecting large-scale datasets with hand segmentation labels difficult. Also,

the quality of annotations depends on the skills of individual annotators, for example,

Amazon’s Mechanical Turks. By contrast, annotating bounding-boxes is easier when

compared to pixel-wise labels and the following datasets of c.a.500 annotated images

in Everingham et al. [27], the c.a.5k images in Laboratory for Intelligent and Safe

Automobiles, UCSD [49], and the c.a.15k images in Mittal et al. [59] targeted the

problem of hand detection. However, the annotations of these datasets are too coarse

which makes them unusable for applications which require accurate hand segmenta-

tion for real-time hand tracking.

Automatic hand segmentation. Hand segmentation can be interpreted as a skin

color segmentation problem [120]. However, segmenting this way, detects not only

hands but also other regions close to skin color, such as faces, and forearms when

the user is not wearing sleeves, and background objects which are close to skin color.

Further, datasets of this kind [23, 119, 43] contain at most a few thousand manual

annotations, which is magnitudes smaller than what is needed to train deep neural

networks. Zimmermann and Brox [120] recently proposed a dataset of ≈ 44k synthetic
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images. However, it is notoriously challenging to accurately design a model to classify

skin colors and other complex effects such as subsurface scattering. This makes it

challenging to develop segmentation methods that could work in the wild. Conversely,

annotating hand segmentations on depth images fused with color information do not

suffer from this problem.

Foreground-Background Segmentation. In the area of visual effects, green

screen matting has been heavily used for foreground-background subtraction in movie

post-production to combine two completely different scenes. One of the possible ap-

plications of green screen matting in the area of modern computer vision is to produce

a large amount of automatically labeled dataset for human segmentation. Once we

receive the masks of the humans, some post-processing operations can be applied to

replace the background and train deep learning algorithms accordingly. Though a

similar approach can be implemented for hand segmentation, one of the significant

challenges with this approach is the setup of a controlled space with lighting, and

we also need to make sure that the subjects that are providing the dataset are not

wearing any shades that are closer to green color.

Segmentation via tracking. Recent datasets targeting hands have mostly focused

on acquiring annotated 3D marker locations for joints [112]. Creating datasets via

manual annotation is not only labor-intensive [92] but placing markers within a noisy

depth map often results in inaccurate labels. Assuming marker locations are correct,

simple heuristics can be employed to infer dense labeling. Following this idea, Wetzler

et al. [106] first employ a complex/invasive hardware setup comprising of magnetic

sensors attached to fingertips to acquire their locations, and obtain the segmentation

mask via a simple depth-based flood-fill algorithm. While the dataset by Wetzler

et al. [106] contains ≈ 200k annotated exemplars, these heuristic annotations should

not be considered to be ground truth for learning a high-performance segmenter.

2.3 Local Feature Benchmarks

Matching local image features is a very important step in many 3D computer vision

applications such as Structure from Motion (SfM) and Multi-View Stereo (MVS)

[3, 37, 71, 80, 81, 82], image retrieval [69, 76, 98, 100] and image-based localization

[75, 77, 114]. In Computer Vision, local image features refer to specific structures
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or patterns in the image such as corners, edges, blobs, and points. A descriptor is a

highly distinctive vector representation of the local image feature which is invariant

to scale, illumination and view-point.

Determining which local descriptors provide the best matching performance and

better discriminative power is of significant interest to the computer vision commu-

nity. Many benchmarks have been proposed for evaluating traditional hand-crafted

local features [55, 12, 74] and recent learned local features [109, 85]. Here, we provide

a brief overview of existing local feature benchmark frameworks.

2.3.1 Oxford Benchmark [58, 57]

Mikolajczyk et al. [58, 57], measured the performance of local features in terms of

three main criteria: the repeatability rate, the matching score, and the descriptor

Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC). In this benchmark, Mikolajczyk et al. used

a dataset with structured and textured scenes, and different types of transformations

such as scale, illumination, and viewpoint changes, blur and jpeg compression [58,

Fig. 9].

Repeatability Rate: The percentage of keypoints simultaneously present in two

images is defined as the repeatability rate. It aims to measure how many feature

points are repeatedly detected accross image pairs. A high repeatability rate between

two images indicates that more local features’ keypoints can be potentially matched

between two images. The repeatability rate (or score) between two images is com-

puted as the ratio between region-to-region correspondences and the minimum of

number of regions in the pair of images. To compensate for differences in scale of

regions between two images, a scale factor is determined and applied to transform

the regions to normalized size before computing the overlap error. Overlap error is

defined as the error in image area covered by both the regions. Two regions are

considered as a correspondence if they have a low overlap error:

1−
Rµa
∩R(H>µbH)

Rµa
∪R(H>µbH)

< ε0 , (2.2)

where Rµ represents the elliptic region defined by its elliptic parameters µ, that

is, x>diag (µ) x = 0, where x = [u, v, 1]> and u, v are the image coordinates of

the keypoints, and H ∈ R3 is the homography matrix defining the transformation
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between two images. The union of two regions is given by Rµa
∩ R(HTµbH) and the

intersection is given by Rµa
∪ R(HTµbH). The area of union and intersection of any

two regions is computed numerically. ε0 is a threshold that is typically set to 40% for

computing repeatability [58].

The repeatability rate metric can be used to measure the robustness of detectors

in geometric and photometric transformations such as changes in viewpoint, scale,

and transformation [58].

Matching Score: For a local feature to be truly useful in a practical setup, it not

only needs to be repeated, but also needs to be able to be matched. For example, if all

local features are repeated, but they look exactly alike, it is impossible to distinguish

among them and create correspondences across images. Matching score takes this

into account. First, a putative set of potential matches is generated across local

features detected in multiple images by looking at descriptors, typically by finding

the local features with the descriptor that look most similar to each other in a nearest

neighbor sense. The matching score is then computed as a ratio between the number

of correct matches and the minimum of the number of detected regions in an image

pair. The definition of correct matches follow the same formula as in Eq. 2.2, but

when computing matching scores, the threshold is relaxed to be less strict, with a

typical value of 0.5.

Descriptor Metrics: Later, Mikolajczyk and Schmid [57] used the Receiver Op-

erating Characteristics (ROC) curve to evaluate the local feature descriptors’ per-

formance. The ROC curve is created by modifying the threshold for accepting two

points across image as matches. Two points a and b are deemed similar if the distance

between their descriptors is below an arbitrary threshold. Mathematically,

dM(Da,Db) < t , (2.3)

where dM (·, ·) is the distance metric, Dx is the descriptor of the point x, and t

is the threshold. Thus, the value of the threshold t is varied to obtain the ROC

curves. Given two images representing the same scene with significant overlap, the

true positive rate pcorrect, is the number of correctly matched points concerning the
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number of all ground truth matches, which we write,

pcorrect =
#correctMatches

#groundTruthMatches
. (2.4)

Here, a match or correspondence between two keypoints a and b is considered as

correct via two criteria. The first criterion follows the overlap error in Eq. 2.2, with

a threshold of 0.5. In addition to the first criterion, the error in relative location

between two points a and b should not greater than or equal to 3 pixels, that is,

‖a−Hb‖ < 3 . (2.5)

The false positive rate is the probability of false matches. Each descriptor in the

current image is compared with each descriptor in the rest of the images, and the

number of false matches is counted. The false positives probability is the total number

of false matches with respect to the total number of matches. The previous formula

was written as per the discussion in [58]

pfalse =
#falseMatches

#matches
(2.6)

2.3.2 Patch-based descriptor benchmark [16]

Brown et al., [16] make use of discriminant learning techniques such as Linear Dis-

criminant Analysis (LDA) and Powell minimization to obtain state-of-the-art learned

descriptors at lower dimensions. In their work, one of the most important achieve-

ments was the introduction of a standard benchmark protocol for descriptors based

on patches. Learned descriptors were evaluated on a patch classification benchmark

in which the task measures how well a descriptor can distinguish between related and

unrelated patches based on their distance in descriptor space. The match/non-match

descriptor distances are computed and ROC curves, as explained in Section 2.3.1, are

generated by sweeping a threshold. In addition, they also proposed a 95% error rate

metric which is the percent of incorrect matches when 95% of true matches are found.

The area under the ROC curve is used as the descriptor score, and higher the score

the better is the descriptor’s performance.
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2.3.3 Benchmark for binary descriptors [36]

For binary descriptors, new additional metrics such as putative match ratio, precision,

matching score, recall and entropy have been proposed in [36]. In this benchmark,

Heinly et al. used Oxford dataset provided in Mikolajczyk et al. [58] for evaluating

the effects in image exposure, blur, JPEG compression, combined scale and rotation

transformations, and perspective transformations of planar geometry. Additionally,

they used fountain-P11 and Herz-Jesu-P8 from Strecha et al. [94] for evaluating the

effects in perspective transformation of non-planar geometry [36].

Putative match ratio. Addresses the selectivity of the descriptor and describes

what fraction of detected features are initially identified as a match. The keypoint

matching criteria directly influence the putative match ratio. Less restrictive match-

ing criteria will generate a high putative score, and restrictive match criteria can

discard potentially valid matches which leads to less putative match ratio. Putative

match is defined as the single pairing of keypoint, in which each keypoint cannot be

matched with more than one other keypoint.

PutativeMatchRatio =
#PositiveMatches

#Features
. (2.7)

Precision. This is the number of correct matches out of the set of putative matches.

This can also be called as inlier ratio. The number of correct matches refers to the

geometrically verified putative matches based on known camera positions [36].

Precision =
#CorrectMatches

#PutativeMatches
. (2.8)

Matching score. Equivalent to multiplication of putative match ratio and preci-

sion. It describes the number of features that result in correct matches and how well

the descriptor is performing.

MatchingScore =
#CorrectMatches

#Features
. (2.9)

Recall. This describes the number of actually found correct matches. The corre-

spondences are the matches between the keypoints in both the images. A low recall

could mean that the descriptors are indistinct, matching criterion is too strict or data

is too complex.
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Recall =
#CorrectMatches

#Correspondences
. (2.10)

Entropy addresses the influence of local feature detectors on descriptors. Entropy

computes the amount of spread or randomness in the spatial distribution of the key-

points in the image. Entropy is computed using evenly spaced 2D bins across the

image. Each feature point’s contribution to the given bin is weighted by a Gaussian

relative to its distance to the bin’s center. A bin b(p) at position p = (x, y) is given

by

b(p) =
1

Z

∑
m∈M

G(||p−m||) . (2.11)

where m is a keypoint in the full set of detected keypoints, M , and G is the Gaussian.

A constant of 1/Z is multiplied to normalize the sum of all bins to 1. This binning

helps us to compute entropy :

Entropy =
∑
p

−b(p) ∗ logb(p) . (2.12)

2.3.4 HPatches Benchmark [10]

Balntas et al. [10]’s HPatches dataset contains 116 scenes with a total of 696 unique

images. The first 57 scenes of HPatches dataset [10] exhibit large illumination changes

and the other 59 scenes exhibit large viewpoint changes. Specifically, HPatches

dataset used a lot of already existing datasets such as Aanæs et al. [1], Cordes et al.

[21], Jacobs et al. [41], Mikolajczyk and Schmid [57], Vonikakis et al. [104], and Yu

and Morel [111]. Balntas et al. [10] proposed three evaluation protocols in their bench-

mark: patch verification, image matching and patch retrieval. When image matching

is similar to evaluation proposed by Mikolajczyk et al. [58], patch verification mea-

sures the ability of descriptor to classify a patch pair coming from same measurement

[10], and patch retrieval tests how well a descriptor can match one patch to a pool of

patches extracted from multiple images. mAP is used to evaluate the performance

of several local features against the proposed metrics.
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2.3.5 SfM based Benchmark [85]

Schönberger et al. [85] proposed metrics based on SfM on very large datasets along

with metrics proposed by [36, 58, 57] to evaluate the raw matching performance on

an image pair. To be as realistic as possible, Schönberger et al. [85] used evaluation

protocol and datasets proposed by Heinly et al. [36] for stereo tests. For evaluating

reconstructions, Schönberger et al. [85] used Strecha et al. [94] datasets, similar to

Heinly et al. [36]. Additionally, the completeness of depth maps is computed by

following the evaluation protocol proposed by Hu and Mordohai [39]. Schönberger

et al. [85] also used Hane et al. [34] South Building Dataset, a dataset with repetitive

scene structures, and Wilson and Snavely [107] Internet Photo Collections which

contains high variance in input data.

The newly proposed metrics are based on the quality of the reconstructed models

on a SfM setup. A typical SfM pipeline takes multiple images as input, extracts local

features, and builds a 3D model out of them. In the process poses of the cameras for

each image are also discovered. We discuss the pipeline in more detail in Section 4.3.

With the 3D reconstructions and the camera poses, the following metrics have been

proposed [85]:

# Registered Images and # Sparse Points: These two metrics quantify the

completeness of the 3D reconstruction. The larger the number of registered images

signify the completeness of multi-view stereo reconstructions and larger the number

of 3D points constitute more dense and accurate scene representation.

# Observations per image: The number of verified image projections of sparse

points.

Track Length: The number of verified image observations per sparse point. This

metric, along with # Observations per image, is important for the accurate calibration

of the cameras and reliable triangulation.

Reprojection Error: Bundle Adjustment, the core of SfM, is a joint non-linear

refinement of cameras and points. The overall reprojection error in bundle adjustment

indicates the overall reconstruction accuracy. The reprojection error is impacted by

the completeness of the graph of feature correspondences and keypoints localization.
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Mean Metric Pose Accuracy: This metric is calculated by aligning the recon-

structed model to the ground-truth 3D model using a robust 3D similarity transfor-

mation estimation such as iterative closest point algorithm.

# Dense points: Higher number of registered images can lead to additional multi-

view photo-consistency constraints and hence more complete results. Hence, the

number of dense points can act as a single measure to evaluate the metric accuracy

and completeness of dense reconstruction results.

2.3.6 Limitations of existing benchmarks

The benchmarks as mentioned earlier have few limitations in terms of evaluating the

local features. Repeatability Rate can be considered as a good metric only when we

have a finite number of keypoints. If every pixel in the given image is considered as a

keypoint, then the Repeatability Rate will be artificially inflated to a very high value

close to 100%. Many recent local learned descriptors evaluate their performance

using patch-pair classification benchmark [16], which can overfit easily. A better

performance on patch-based benchmark [16] doesn’t necessarily translate to better

feature matching quality [9]. Some pruning tests such as nearest neighbor constraints

or Lowe’s ratio test [55] might compensate for a higher false positive matching score

in terms of descriptor distance. Also, the learned descriptors in Brown et al., [16] are

generated with Differences of Gaussians (DoG) as keypoints. The high matching score

doesn’t necessarily imply better performance in subsequent steps in applications such

as SfM and MVS. For example, in SfM, finding additional correspondences between

images doesn’t necessarily guarantee a more accurate reconstruction. Similarly, some

descriptors with good average matching performance might not find enough corre-

spondences for challenging image pairs [85].

The evaluation metrics proposed for SfM-based benchmark by Schönberger et al.

[85] also are not perfect. Their metrics give an idea about how detailed the recon-

structed model is, but do not provide an absolute outcome. For example, number

of registered images and sparse points do not tell if this is because of high accuracy

or recall. Observations per image is only applicable to the registered sparse points.

Mean metric pose accuracy exists to account for how well the images are registered,

but this is only possible for rare cases when there is absolute ground-truth pose, and

even when it is available, the average error is not a good indicator, especially when
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there are many image matching failures.

For any evaluation, having a robust ground-truth is necessary to compare the

performance of proposed approaches. One of the key challenges for creating an eval-

uation benchmark is having a ground-truth to evaluate the real-world performance of

local features. Computing depth and accurate poses in the wild without SfM is chal-

lenging. Also, since SfM can perform decently on large datasets [80, 85], we propose

evaluating the local features on smaller subsets of a larger dataset and compare the

change in relative pose information for an image pair with the SfM results on a larger

dataset. We show that this type of evaluation can act as a better proxy than simple

stereo or path-based matching for understanding the real-world performance of local

features.

To properly evaluate the local features, we also require challenging datasets.

Verdie et al. [102] proposed a new benchmark dataset to evaluate the performance of

repeatability of local features under illumination changes. This benchmark dataset

has only illumination changes but no significant viewpoint changes. Oxford dataset

has mostly blurred and jpeg compression artifacts. It only consists of 5062 images

which makes the dataset small to compute the groundtruth SfM. It also has very

few perspective changes and provides very few homographies. We consider all these

challenges in existing datasets and propose a new dataset with 25 image collections

collected from online sources such as Flickr and Heinly et al. [37] ranging from 75

to c.a.4000 images per sequence. This dataset provides high illumination and view-

point changes which makes the evaluation of local features challenging and close to

real-world.
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Chapter 3

Systematic Generation of Dataset

for Hand Segmentation

In this chapter, we explain our approach for the systematic generation of a dataset

for hand segmentation. We first discuss the acquisition device that was used for the

thesis. We then explain our dataset acquisition pipeline in Section 3.2, then briefly

discuss various machine learning models that were applied in Section 3.3. We next

present evaluation of those models on our generated hand segmentation dataset in

Section 3.4.

3.1 Acquisition Device

Besides the traditional color cameras which provide RGB information of the scene,

consumer depth cameras such as Microsoft’s Kinect [115], Intel’s RealSense [44] etc.,

can provide rich information such as structure and shape of objects in the scene

additional to RGB information. With these RGB-D cameras, instead of manual

annotations, such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, the synchronized color (RGB) and

depth frames from any RGB-D device can be exploited to generate hand segmentation

annotations at a larger scale automatically. In this thesis, we automatically generate

a hand segmentation dataset with the help of Intel RealSense [44] SR300 RGB-D

camera. Our dataset is acquired at a constant framerate of 48Hz and with an image

resolution of 640× 480.
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Figure 3.1: Our dataset is generated by recording a subject performing various hand
movements wearing a pair of bright colored gloves in front of a RGB-D camera. To the
best of our knowledge, our dataset is the first two-hand dataset for hand segmentation.

3.2 Dataset acquisition

For dataset generation, we record subjects performing hand motions in front of a

depth camera while wearing skin-tight gloves, refer Figure 3.1. Since the gloves fit

the subject’s hands tightly, minimal geometric aberrations occur to the depth maps.

The consistent color of the gloves can be used to the segment the region of interest

(ROI) of hands by employing a joint color and depth based segmentation.

After an initial color calibration session, we acquire our dataset following a three-

step process:

• We ask the user to perform a few motions according to the protocol described

below while wearing a pair of colored gloves, and record sequences of (depth,

color) image pairs at a constant 48Hz rate with an Intel RealSense SR300 [44].

• We then execute a joint color/depth segmentation to generate masks with a

minimal false-positive rate.

• Finally, we discard images containing erroneous labels through manual inspec-

tion. This verification per image can be done quickly since the task for human

verification is to simply retain or discard the image from dataset.

This task is significantly simpler than manually editing individual images. In our

experiments, 20% of the automatically labeled images were discarded. The sequences
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Table 3.1: A summary of datasets for hand segmentation from depth imagery.

Dataset Annotation #Frames #Sub. Hand? Sensor Res.

HandSeg[13] automatic 265,000 14 L/R SR300 640 × 480
Freiburg [120] synthetic 43,986 20 L/R Synthetic 320 × 320
NYU [99] automatic 6,736 2 L Kinect v1 640 × 480

HandNet [106] heuristic 212,928 10 L SR300 320 × 240

we acquired are in exo-centric configuration, with one or two hands of subjects in the

20-50 age range; see Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1. In Table 3.1, SR300 refers to Intel Re-

alSense SR300 [44], Kinect v1 refers to Microsoft Kinect version 1 [115], #Sub. refers

to number of unique subjects used to create the respective datasets, L refers to left

hand labels and R refers to right hand labels, and Freiburg [120] proposed a synthetic

rendering approach to create the dataset for hand segmentation. We chose Intel Re-

alSense SR300 for our experiments because it is one of the most popular consumer

RGBD cameras during the time of this research. Each depth camera has a different

noise pattern, and synthetic rendering approaches lack that noise during rendering,

and it’s still an unsolved problem. Our contribution is to create a high quality au-

tomatically labeled hand segmentation dataset with minimal human intervention. In

the following subsections, we will explain our dataset acquisition pipeline.

3.2.1 Color glove calibration

To simplify the task of color segmentation, the lighting conditions during acquisi-

tion are kept constant, and the camera is not moving. As shown in Figure 3.2, the

gloves have a Lambertian material with a constant albedo and a very weak specu-

lar component. The Lambertian materials, a.k.a matte, have a consistent brightness

from any angle of view from the observer. This simplifies the calibration process,

as the color of a pixel on the glove can be explained mainly by the relative orien-

tation of surface normal and light, with only minor brightness variations caused by

self-occlusions/shadows.

To calibrate the gloves, we then use a simple yet effective solution. As shown in

Figure 3.2, we wrap the glove onto a sphere and acquire calibration images by sparsely

sampling the field of view with our probe. Due to its simple geometry and consistent

color, the probe can be easily located, and all pixels within its circular profile are then
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color probe

calibration image #1

calibration session calibration histograms

calibration image #2 calibration image #3

spherical notched

hue
saturation
intensity

Figure 3.2: Our color calibration setup. (top-left) A hemisphere wrapped in the
glove’s material contains all of the potential surface normals visible from the cam-
era’s point of view. By notching the sphere, we also obtain color variations caused
by ambient occlusion and self-shadowing. (top-middle) We calibrate the system by
probing various parts of the view frustum, generating a set of calibration images (bot-
tom). All the pixels within the detected circles participate in the computation of the
color space (top-right).

used for color calibration. Similarly to what is commonly done for skin segmentation

[70], we then convert the calibration images to HSV space, from where conservative

min/max thresholds for every channel are then extracted, as shown in Eq. 3.1.

Mi =



1 if (hmin ≤ hi ≤ hmax)

and (smin ≤ si ≤ smax)

and (vmin ≤ vi ≤ vmax)

0 otherwise

(3.1)

3.2.2 Acquisition protocol

Similarly to Yuan et al. [112], we attempt to maximize the coverage of the articulation

space by asking each user to assume many examples of extremal poses, while captur-

ing the natural motion during each transition. Due to limitations in our automatic
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Figure 3.3: Gestures - Set 1 (Credits: Bloximages)

segmentation algorithm, we require the user to keep the hands sufficiently far from

the body, as well as from each other (for the two-hands portion of the dataset). Since

our camera pipeline acquires frames at 48 FPS, we need to minimize the duplicate

static pose frames when users are stuck at providing the next unique pose. So, we

also provided some pose sheets to help the user as a reference to create new poses if

they run out of ideas. A summary of those pose sheets are provided in Figures 3.3,

and 3.4. We also asked the users to perform a grab and hold gestures for different

kinds of objects such as a rectangular box, compact disc, spherical ball, and coffee

mug.

3.2.3 Segmentation

Even when properly calibrated, segmentation via simple color-space thresholding is

sensitive to lighting variation, resulting in noisy annotations; see Figure 3.5a. To

remove these small outliers, we implement a morphological opening operation. A

morphological opening operation is defined as the dilation followed by erosion of a

https://bloximages.newyork1.vip.townnews.com/westplainsdailyquill.net/content/tncms/assets/v3/editorial/c/b3/cb332ece-4d2d-11e7-8bca-87e9b02408fd/593ac892cfedd.image.jpg
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Figure 3.4: Gestures - Set 2 (Credits: News Pakistan)

set A using a structuring element B,

A ◦B = (A	B)⊕B , (3.2)

where A is the mask we get from simple HSV based color thresholding and B is a 5×5

circular kernel; see Figure 3.5b. The opening operation can remove the majority of

noise created during the color segmentation stage. We then connect nearby connected

components, with constraint elements closer than 25 pixels, and compute the convex

hull of the largest connected component; see Figure 3.5c. We then retrieve the depth

values of the pixels within the convex hull and compute their median. As the hull is

expected to contain pixels corresponding to the hand mostly, we can identify the hand

depth by computing the median of the depth pixels within the hull. We then discard

any pixel with a depth sufficiently far from the mean (i.e., the radius of a sphere

enclosing the hand in rest pose). Hence, our underlying assumption is that the hands

are sufficiently distant and separated from other objects in the scene. When labeling

two hands the algorithm is executed merely twice, one for each label, and the results

combined to generate the final mask.

https://newspakistan.tv/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Hand-Gestures.jpg
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input color

input depth

a) tresholding b) opening

c) convex hull d) median split

Figure 3.5: We combine color and depth input to extract ground truth segmentation.
We first segment the color image via HSV thresholding (a) and remove noise with a
morphological opening (b). The convex hull of the labels is used to extract a portion
of the depth map (c). As most of the pixels within the hull correspond to the hand,
the median of its depth values can be used to discard background pixels (d).

3.3 Learning to segment hands

We now detail the structure of several learning-based semantic segmentation methods

which we will then quantitatively cross-evaluate on our dataset in Section 3.4.

Random forests Our first baseline is the shallow learning offered by Random

Forests popularized for full-body tracking by Shotton et al. [89]. Tompson et al. [99]

pioneered its application to binary segmentation of one hand, while Sridhar et al. [93]

extended the approach to also learn more detailed part labels (e.g. palm/phalanx

labels). Analogously to Shotton et al. [89] and Sridhar et al. [93], our forest consists

of 3 trees each of depth 22, and uses the typical depth differential features proposed

by Shotton et al. [89]. At a given pixel x, the features to compute can be represented

as:

fθ(I, x) = dI

(
x+

ox
dI(x)

)
− dI

(
x+

oy
dI(x)

)
(3.3)
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where dI(x) is the depth at pixel x in the image I and parameters θ = (ox, oy)

describe offsets ox and oy. The normalization of the offsets with the parameter 1
dI(x)

will ensure depth invariance in features.

At inference time, random forests are highly efficient, making them suitable for

applications like real-time hand tracking. However, while their optimal parameters

(offset/threshold) are learned, the features themselves are fixed, and this can result

in overall lower accuracy when compared to deep architectures.

3.3.1 Deep convolutional segmenters

To overcome the challenges of shallow learning, we evaluate several recently proposed

deep learning convolutional architectures, as well as propose a novel variant with

enhanced forward-propagation efficiency and precision; see Figure 3.6. As we have a

multi-class labeling problem, we employ the soft-max cross entropy loss. In all our

experiments we train our networks with ADAM optimizer with a learning rate of

0.0002, and β1 = .5, β2 = 0.999 for 50 epochs on an NVIDIA Tesla P100. It has to

be noted that these results are preliminary and more details on training can be found

in Bojja et al. [13].

Fully convolutional neural network (FCNN) Long et al. [54] proposed an ar-

chitecture where a coarse segmentation mask is produced via a series of convolutions

and max-pooling stages (encoder), where the low-resolution image is then upsampled

(decoder) via bilinear interpolation – the FCN32s variant in Long et al. [54, Fig.3].

As this process produces a blurry segmentation mask, a sharper mask can be ob-

tained by combining this image with the higher-resolution activations from previous

layers in the network; the FCN16s and FCN8s variants. Unfortunately, the initial

layers in the network only encode very localized features. Hence while this process

does produce sharper results, it also introduces high-frequency misclassifications in

uncertain regions. Another problem of FCNN is their difficulty in dealing with the

problem of class imbalance: in our training images, the cardinality of background

pixels is significantly larger than the one of hand pixels. We overcome this problem

by incorporating the class frequency in the loss [60, 108], which effectively prevents

the network from converging to one that trivializes the output to be always classified

as background. Even with these changes, the limited accuracy achieved by this net-

work can be understood by noting that the encoder layer is learned, while the decoder
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Figure 3.6: Semantic segmentation CNN architectures.
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layer is not.

Learnt encoder-decoder networks The popular SegNet [7] and DeconvNet Noh

et al. [63] semantic segmentation networks follow an encoder-decoder architecture.

Similarly to FCNNs, the encoder is realized via a sequence of convolutions and max-

pooling operations. However, rather than relying on interpolation, the decoder used

to generate high-resolution segmentation is also learned. Both architectures employ

an unpooling operation that inverts the max-pooling in the encoder. Similarly to De-

convNet, SegNet upsamples the feature maps via memorized max-pooling indices in

the corresponding encoder layer. Further, while a simple series of convolutions follow

unpooling in SegNet, DeconvNet employs a series of deconvolution layers. This de-

convolution is the transpose of a convolution, in turn, represented by the gradient of

a convolution layer. Along with this characteristic, a large number/size of deconvo-

lution layers makes DeconvNet significantly more computationally intensive to train

end-to-end without a justifiable increase in accuracy [7].

Proposed baseline Our novel architecture is a hybrid encoder-decoder: we em-

ploy a hierarchy of deconvolution layers (a-la DeconvNet), and to improve sharpness

and local detail of the predictions we forward information from encoder to decoder

through skip-connections (a-la FCNN or U-Net [73]). Differently, from other archi-

tectures, note how our encoders/decoders do not contain any max-pooling/unpooling

layer. Pooling layers are meaningful in classification tasks, where we are interested in

the maximal activation in a bank of filters without retaining fine-grained information

about its spatial structure. However, the definition of a downsampling layer is essen-

tial, as a bottleneck in the network is necessary to learn the low-dimensional manifold

of hand appearance. In our encoder network, this is achieved by stride-2 convolution

layers. As pooling indices are not available, in the decoder we symmetrically employ

stride-2 deconvolution layers, as this enables the network to learn an appropriate up-

sampling filter. The simplicity in our design results in efficient forward propagation,

while simultaneously achieving superior accuracy as shown in Table 3.2.

3.4 Evaluation

We quantitatively evaluate our dataset and learning architecture from three different

angles according to the metrics defined below. In Section 3.4.1, we evaluate the
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Table 3.2: Accuracy of each segmentation method

Method Random Forests FCN DeConvNet SegNet HandSeg
mIoU 0.69 0.78 0.91 0.94 0.93

Table 3.3: Runtime of each segmentation method

Method Random Forests FCN DeConvNet SegNet HandSeg
Train time 3h 149h 57h 83h 29h
Test time 1ms 41ms 16ms 30ms 5ms

performance of several classical learning architectures on our data, revealing how our

proposed architecture can produce state-of-the-art accuracy while remaining efficient

in terms of forward-propagation. A thorough evaluation in terms of accuracy of these

networks was conducted by the first author of Bojja et al. [13] and the results are

shown in Table 3.2.

3.4.1 Segmenting with different architectures

In Table 3.3, we compare the different learning approaches in terms of training and

test time. Although Random Forests are the fastest to train and to infer on, they

perform poorly when compared to deep neural networks. Due to its simple upsampling

scheme, FCN(32s) performs the worst among the evaluated networks which manifest

in low precision/recall scores for hands, while performing well on the background

class.

Thanks to its learned decoder network, SegNet obtains much better results. How-

ever, its architecture is too heavy, resulting in a runtime that is not suitable for

real-time tracking applications. Our proposed architecture not only outperforms the

others in terms of accuracy, but it is also fast to forward-propagate, running at c.a.200

FPS. The increase in accuracy of our network can be justified by the fact that down-

sampling operators are learned, rather than max-pooled, and by the connections

bringing high-frequency information into the decoder layer.

Due to slow training, we were not able to perform a quantitative comparison to

DeconvNet (a single epoch took over 12 hours to complete). Note how DeconvNet

has 15 deconvolution layers, while we only have 4. Given its architecture, we expect
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it to have an inference time even larger than the one we measured on SegNet. Com-

paratively, our network should also be more accessible to train, as vanishing gradients

are resolved via skip-connections, while batch-normalization further helps speed-up

training.

3.4.2 Qualitative evaluation

In Figure 3.7, we provide qualitative segmentation results on our proposed dataset.

As expected, the bilinear upsampling of FCNN loses many of the details, resulting in

blob-like segmentation masks. By learning the decoder SegNet can perform better,

but fine-grained details can still be blurred out; see sample #3 and #4. In comparison,

our network can resolve fine-grained details thanks to the reuse of encoder feature

maps in the decoder.

Sample #5 and #6 show typical failure cases of our architecture, where a part

of the left hand is misclassified as right – these type of mistakes would create large

outliers in a tracking optimization and could be avoided via regularization layers [19,

116], or by training with a loss that accounts these configurations [46].

Figure 3.8 shows other challenging frames. Sample #1 illustrates how the network

can still segment the hands of multiple persons, although it was trained on frames

containing a single individual. This reveals the generalization capabilities of our

network, which did not only learn to segment one/two regions, but also learned a

latent shape-space for human hands. Sample #2 shows a person holding a cup, while

Sample #3 has the hand lying flat on the body. These scenarios are difficult, as the

network has never seen a hand interacting with objects. Accuracy can be improved

by accounting for additional information in the color channel, or by learning the

appearance of the object via training examples.
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Figure 3.7: We illustrate a few examples of hand segmentation performance across
the considered learning techniques.
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Figure 3.8: A selection of challenging segmentation failures.
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Chapter 4

A Structure-from-Motion-based

Local Feature Benchmark

As discussed earlier in Section 2.3.6, existing local feature benchmarks [58, 57, 16, 36,

85] have various limitations. Therefore, in this chapter, we propose a new evaluation

benchmark which does not rely only on individual stereo matching results, nor requires

a fully 3D annotated dataset. To evaluate local features, we propose two main tasks

as a part of our evaluation benchmark - wide-baseline stereo matching and Structure-

from-Motion (SfM) from small subsets. With the two tasks, and the benchmark

developed for this thesis, we will host a challenge involving modern local features.

We first explain more about the benchmark tasks in Section 4.1. We then discuss

about the dataset we use in Section 4.2. We finally present the entire pipeline of our

evaluation benchmark in Section 4.3 and conclude this chapter in Section 4.4 with

some observations made on some datasets with various local features: SIFT [55],

SURF [12], ORB [74], AKAZE [4] and SuperPoint [25].

4.1 Benchmark Tasks

In our evaluation benchmark, we perform two main tasks: Wide-baseline stereo

matching, and SfM from small subsets generated from a larger dataset. The first

task is aimed to show local feature performances with more traditional metrics on

the new dataset, while the latter focuses on providing a more practical point of view.
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4.1.1 Task 1: Wide-baseline stereo matching

In this task, we attempt to match keypoints over two images across wide baselines.

Image pairs are selected according to visibility constraints so that at least part of the

scene is guaranteed to overlap. Specifically, we employ a visibility constraint of 0.1%,

which is translated to 10% of shared overlap region in the image pair.

We employ the following two main metrics in this task to evaluate the performance

of local features.

• Matching score (sparse methods only): This is defined as the ratio of

ground-truth correspondences that can be recovered either with nearest neigh-

bor matching (and optionally with Lowe’s ratio test [55]). The ground-truth

correspondences are generated using the ground-truth depth (generally a 3D

point cloud) to translate pixel coordinates (u, v) from one image to another,

and a fixed threshold to decide if two keypoints match. Occluded points that

cannot be matched are excluded from the calculation. The matching score

metric isolates the performance of local features.

The spirit of this metric is identical to existing benchmarks, but with a twist.

Our setup, as we will explain later, does not assume planar geometry nor has

perfect depth estimates. We, therefore, rely on epipolar geometry [35].

• Pose estimation (sparse or dense):

– For sparse methods, we apply a robust matching strategy (e.g. RANSAC

with the five point algorithm [62]) and use the surviving inliers to retrieve

the relative pose between the two cameras.

– For dense methods, we assume that the pose is already computed.

We then measure performance with the angular difference between the estimated

and ground truth vectors for both rotation and translation. To reduce this to one

value, we use a variable threshold (the same value for rotation and translation)

to determine each pose as correct or not and compute the area under the curve

up to the angular threshold τ . This value is thus the mean average precision

up to τ , or mAP τ . We consider τ values as: 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦, and 25◦.

For the challenge, the ranking metric is pose estimation; in specific, we rank by

mAP 15◦ , which we have found empirically to be an adequate proxy for wide-baseline

stereo matching performance.
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4.1.2 Task 2: SfM from small subsets

While modern solutions have shown very promising results in stereo, it is not clear

how much of these improvements remains after large-scale reconstruction with Bundle

Adjustment. An alternative approach is thus to evaluate local features directly for

SfM, as done by the Schönberger et al. [85]. Unfortunately, it is not feasible to acquire

truly accurate depth measurements for large image sequences collected from various

sensors, so that under most circumstances the best we can do is collect statistics such

as the number of observations obtained with the reconstruction, the track length, or

the reprojection error [85]. While this is informative, most methods seem to perform

similarly under this scenario on very large datasets [85].

By contrast, we propose to build SfM reconstructions from small (3, 5, 10, 25)

subsets of images randomly generated from a much larger dataset (see Section 4.3)

and use the poses obtained from the entire dataset as ground truth. We believe

this can provide a better proxy for learning and evaluating feature extractors and

matching algorithms for the task of pose estimation.

In specific, we subsample the test sets to 100 images and generate 100 different

subsets of 3, 5, 10, and 25 images. The subsets are sampled randomly from each

dataset, accounting for visibility constraints. To compute the mAP , we use the

same procedure as for stereo, with every possible combination of two images (i.e., 3

combinations for 3 images, 10 for 5 images, etc.) and average the results. Note that

this penalizes reconstructions that are missing images or fail. As for stereo, we use

mAP 15◦ to rank the performance of different local features. We explain in more detail

about the pipeline of evaluation benchmark in Section 4.3.

4.2 Photo Tourism Dataset

To learn and evaluate models that can perform well under a wide range of situations,

it is of paramount importance to collect information from multiple sensors obtained

at different times, from different viewpoints. In Section 2.3.6, we briefly discussed the

limitations of some datasets which were used for evaluating local features in previous

benchmarks. To compensate for the known limitations, we turned to photo-tourism

data for our proposed evaluation benchmark. In this dataset, we rely on 25 photo-

tourism image collections of famous landmarks collected initially by the Yahoo Flickr

Creative Commons 100M (YFCC) dataset [97] and Reconstructing the world in six
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Figure 4.1: Examples from brandenburg gate

days [37]. The sequences range from 75 images to almost 4k per sequence. Figure 4.1

shows an example of how one of the datasets look like.

We can obtain dense 3D reconstructions from these large collections of images with

off-the-shelf Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithms [83, 84]. We rely on COLMAP

[83, 84, 85], a state-of-the-art method. In addition to a sparse point cloud, COLMAP

can densify the estimates to produce noisy but useful depth maps for every image.

We post-process these depth maps by projecting each image pixel into 3D space at

an estimated depth, and we mark it as invalid depth point if the closest 3D point

from the reconstruction is further than a threshold. The resulting depth maps will be

still noisy, but most of the occluded pixels are filtered out. While not perfect, these

estimates can be used to project points across images and train keypoint detectors

and descriptors, as done for example by LF-Net [67]. These ‘clean’ depth maps along

with images are made publicly available to train custom local feature detectors.

We perform a visibility check to guarantee a reasonable degree of overlap (> 0.1

overlap ratio) for each image pair with the SfM points visible over both images. Our

metric is based on the size of the bounding box containing all of the points visible in

either image and applied over both views. We use these criteria to select valid image

subsets for testing and provide the entire visibility matrix for training, which can be

easily thresholded to generate a list of valid pairs.

We use the five representative datasets from the test set of Ono et al. [67] as

our test sequences: reichstag, milan cathedral, mount rushmore, sagrada familia
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Table 4.1: Photo Tourism - Training and Validation Data

Training Sequences # Images # 3D Points
brandenburg gate 1363 100040

buckingham palace 1676 234052
colosseum exterior 2063 259807

grand place brussels 1083 229788
hagia sophia interior 888 235541

notre dame front facade 3765 488895
palace of westminster 983 115868

pantheon exterior 1401 166923
prague old town square 2316 558600

sacre coeur 1179 140659
st peters square 2504 232329

taj mahal 1312 94121
temple nara japan 904 92131

trevi fountain 3191 580673
westminster abbey 1061 198222

Total 25.6K 3.7M

and united states capitol. For the challenge, we will suggest fourteen sequences for

training, and eleven for testing, as provided in Ono et al. [67].

The information regarding these datasets are provided in tables 4.1 and 4.2.

4.3 Benchmark Pipeline

In this section, we describe the architectural design of our evaluation benchmark and

explain each component in our pipeline.

4.3.1 Input

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, our evaluation pipeline encapsulates the entire SfM

pipeline. We can therefore provide local features to evaluate at various stages, for

example, the feature extraction stage or the feature matching stage with a custom

matching method.

Our framework expects the contents inside the input ‘directory’ in the following

format:
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Table 4.2: Photo Tourism - Testing Data

Testing Sequences # Images # 3D Points
british museum 660 73569

florence cathedral side 108 44143
lincoln memorial statue 850 58661

london bridge 629 72235
milan cathedral 124 33905
mount rushmore 138 45350
piazza san marco 249 95895

reichstag 75 17823
sagrada familia 401 120723

st pauls cathedral 615 98872
united states capitol 258 35095

Total 4107 696K

• images/: The directory containing the images for testing.

• images.txt: The text file containing the names of images along with their

relative path.

• visibility/: The directory containing information about the overlap ratio be-

tween images. The files in this directory replicate the names of the images.

Overlap ratio can help us in generating valid pairs to compute stereo matching

tests. For all our experiments, we kept a constant overlap ratio of 0.1 (or 100

keypoint matches).

• visibility.txt: The text file containing the names of the visibility files along

with their relative path.

• calibration/: The directory containing the information related to the cameras

that captured the images. The information in these files contains camera in-

trinsic parameters and ground truth camera pose (obtained from COLMAP by

running reconstruction over entire dataset).

• calibration.txt: The text files containing the names of the calibration files

along with their relative path.
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Figure 4.2: Benchmark pipeline

4.3.2 Generation of (3, 5, 10, 25) bags

To evaluate different local features, we create several test bags. To guarantee that all

of these test bags share the same image corpus, we apply a two-stage process. In the

first stage, we randomly pick 100 images from the total dataset. We use these 100

images to generate 100 sets of 3, 5, 10 and 25 bags.

While picking the images randomly, we enforce a valid triplet constraint. A triplet

is a set of three images. According to the valid triplet constraint, a triplet is said

to be valid when each image in the triplet set can be paired with two other images

in the same triplet set. These pairs are considered valid if they satisfy the visibility

constraint (> 0.1 overlap ratio).Mathematically we write,

{Ia, Ib, Ic} ∈ TD, (Ia ↔ Ib) ∪ (Ia ↔ Ic) ∪ (Ib ↔ Ic) , (4.1)

where Ix is an image from the larger dataset D, TD is the complete list of valid

triplets for dataset D, ↔ signifies the visibility constraint between image pairs, and

if union (∪) of all those constraints are satisfied, then the triplet is valid. We use this

validtriplet constraint to generate the list of all valid triplets.

The generated triplet list is used to compute 100 images set and the following 3,

5, 10, and 25 bags from the 100 images set. The steps for generating the sets are

described below:

• 100 set: While creating the 100 set, we need to make sure that every image

in the 100 set satisfies the valid triplet constraint. Picking a random sample of

three images, checking if it’s a valid triplet and making sure that the random
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Figure 4.3: Brandenburg Gate - COLMAP 3D Reconstruction

sample is unique can be computationally expensive. Therefore, instead of pick-

ing a random sample from the entire dataset, we pick a random valid triplet

from the triplet list TD. This ensures that valid triplet constraint is satisfied for

every image in the 100 set.

While picking a random valid triplet from triplet list, there can be a possibility

that either one or two or all images in that triplet set are already present in the

100 set. We discard the duplicate guesses of random samples by maintaining a

local cache of already selected triplets. For those valid triplets, which have one

or two images already in the 100 set, we add the missing images and stack this

valid triplet into the local cache of already guessed valid triplets.

For edge cases like when the 100 set contains only 98 or 99 elements, we only

look for the valid triplet sets with two or one unique images respectively. We

continue this iteration until we generate the complete 100 set. We will then

generate the directory for 100 set in the ‘Inputs’ structure as mentioned in the
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previous subsection.

• (3, 5, 10, 25) bags: In this stage, we create 100 unique sets of (3, 5, 10, 25)

bags. Before generating the bags, we reduce the search space of valid triplets

by generating the new list from the 100 set. We use this new triplet list T100 for

randomly selecting a valid triplet. Generating the 3 bags is straight-forward.

We randomly select a valid triplet from T100 and keep a local cache of already

selected triplets to avoid duplicates. For 5, 10 and 25 bags, we employ a sim-

ilar strategy we applied for generating 100 set. Instead of selecting a valid

triplet from TD, we select it from T100. Finally, we create directories as ‘Inputs‘

structure for the 3, 5, 10 and 25 bags.

4.3.3 Feature Extractor

Computing local features is a vital step in 3D computer vision tasks such as Structure-

from-Motion (SfM) and Multi-View Stereo (MVS) [3, 37, 71, 80, 81, 82]. As such,

since the introduction of SIFT [55], several hand-crafted and learned local features

have been proposed [12, 74, 4, 25, 67, 109]. To scale up our evaluation pipeline for

any local feature extractor, we implement a wrapper class named ‘FeatureExtractor’

that encapsulates various local feature implementations as in OpenCV [14]. This

class provides a single method ‘detectAndCompute’ which takes an image as input

and extracts keypoints and descriptors. This wrapper class currently supports local

feature implementations such as SIFT [55], SURF [12], ORB [74] and AKAZE [4] from

the popular open-source computer vision library, OpenCV [14]. This gives flexibility

for challenge participants to design their custom local feature extractor using the

library of their choice and use our ‘FeatureExtractor’ wrapper class to easily plugin

into the evaluation pipeline. We also provided helper methods to convert precomputed

features into format required by our benchmark pipeline.

Technical Details. We use the ‘FeatureExtractor’ to extract keypoints and descrip-

tors from the images in the < input > /images/ directory. We can set the number of

keypoints and descriptors we need to extract from each image while initializing the

‘FeatureExtractor’. To reduce the computations, we extract the maximum number

of features that can be extracted from each image. We sort them using the feature

score. We store the keypoints and descriptors in NumPy array format in ‘keypoints/’
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and ‘descriptors/’ directories respectively. The names of these stored files are the

same as the image names.

Extracting keypoints and descriptors can become slow when we have to compute

100’s of test bags. Therefore, we first optimize the implementation by parallelizing the

feature extraction method on individual images. Parallelizing the feature extraction

can speed up the algorithm by utilizing all the cores on the machine, but parallelizing

doesn’t necessarily translate to reducing the number of computations involved in

extracting keypoints and descriptors. The keypoints and descriptors for a given image

by any feature extractor is unique. Since the 100 set already contains all the images

out of which (3, 5, 10, 25) bags are created, we need to compute the keypoints and

descriptors for the 100 set and symbolic link to those files when the same image pops

up in the bags.

4.3.4 Feature Matching

To compute feature matching between an image pair, we first generate all valid pairs of

images in a given bag that passes the visibility constraint,↔. Once we have generated

the image pairs, we compute feature matches. For computing feature matches, we

need to compute the distance matrix for the descriptors and consider the k(= 1)

nearest neighbors as the successful matches. The elements in the distance matrix

change according to the data-type of descriptors. The element dpq in distance matrix

is the distance between descriptors p and q. For non-binary descriptors, the distance

is measured in Euclidean distance as shown in Eq. 4.2.

dpq =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(qi − pi)2 (4.2)

Where p and q are non-binary descriptors, and n is the length of each descriptor.

For binary descriptors, the distance is measured using the Hamming distance metric

as shown in Eq. 4.3.

dpq =
n∑
i=1

|qi − pi| (4.3)

Where p and q are binary descriptors, and n is the length of each descriptor. We

can observe that the Hamming distance metric is similar to the Manhattan distance.
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Technical Details. For our experiments, we fixed the maximum number of features

to be used for feature matching to 8000. Since we already sorted the keypoints and

descriptors, we merely clip the length of the descriptors and keypoints if the size of

their NumPy arrays is beyond 8000. We use these clipped descriptors to compute the

distance matrix.

4.3.5 Compute Match Scores

In Section 4.1, for wide-baseline stereo matching we mentioned that matching score

and pose estimation are two metrics we used to evaluate the local features. In this

method, we describe how we compute the matching scores and pose estimation.

• Matching Scores: For computing matching scores, we use the ground-truth

pose information for an image pair {R1, t1} and {R2, t2} which is generated by

running COLMAP [83, 84] on large datasets. With these absolute poses, we

compute the change in pose {dRgt, dtgt}. However, as we do not have accurate

depth estimates, we rely on epipolar geometry for evaluating the correctness

of matches. Specifically, we use the symmetric epipolar distance [35]. While

this is not perfect, in most cases corresponds to actual geometric verification.

Moreover, the epipolar constraint is what is used at the end to compute the

camera pose in case of stereo setups.

The symmetric epipolar distance between any two points is the Euclidean dis-

tance from the corresponding epipolar lines. The following equation can give

the symmetric epipolar distance between two images with keypoints x and x′:

∑
i

d(x′i, Fxi)
2+d(F>x′i, xi)

2 =
∑

x′
>
Fx
( 1

(x′>F )21 + (x′>F )22
+

1

(Fx)21 + (Fx)22

)
(4.4)

Where F is fundamental matrix between the image pair.

• Pose estimation: As a part of pose estimation metrics, we compute the error

in {dR, dt} between two images. We use the RANSAC with 5 point algorithm

[62] to compute the essential matrix with a threshold of 0.01, in the calibrated

camera coordinate system. We decompose the essential matrix into relative

pose difference between the image pair {dR, dt}. We compare these values with

ground-truth pose information to compute {errq, errt}, where errq is the error
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Figure 4.4: British Museum - COLMAP 3D Reconstruction

in rotation measured in quaternions and errt is the error in translation. We

later use this {errq, errt} to compute the mAP τ◦ .

4.3.6 SfM using COLMAP

For multi-view task, we rely on COLMAP [83, 84]. COLMAP is a general purpose

Structure from Motion (SfM) and Multi-view Stereo (MVS) pipeline. By default

COLMAP uses SIFT [55] features to compute SfM and MVS. Also, COLMAP has

been heavily optimized for SIFT descriptors, and some algorithm parameters have

been hardcoded to achieve speed-ups on GPUs. This makes the use of general purpose

SfM and MVS, COLMAP, for evaluating different local features non-trivial. We now

describe how we created a wrapper around COLMAP to easily evaluate different local

features for MVS tests. Note that we assume that local features and their matches

across image pairs have already been computed as discussed in the previous sections.
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• Feature Importer: As by default COLMAP only supports SIFT [55] feature

extractor to compute keypoints and descriptors we need to use its non-default

settings with workarounds. Instead of passing images into COLMAP to com-

pute different local features. We pass the previously computed local features

(SIFT, SURF, ORB, AKAZE, and SuperPoint) and descriptors into COLMAP.

COLMAP expects the imported keypoints to have the image pixel location

(xi, yi), angle and size, and the imported descriptors to have 128 integer values.

While features with less than 128 dimensions can fit nicely by simply appending

zeros, this is not true for all methods. Therefore, as a part of feature importer,

we import original keypoints provided by local feature extractors and an empty

array filled with integer 0’s as descriptors into the COLMAP. Zero descriptors

are to act as an assertion and ensure that if we do not provide custom matches,

the pipeline fails.

• Matches Importer: Because of the descriptor import issues, and because

we would also like to evaluate various matching methods, we provide our own

matches to COLMAP. Specifically, we provide the feature matches using the

methods discussed in Section 4.3.5. We flag the matches computed by us as

‘raw’ so that COLMAP is allowed to discard few keypoints as outliers during

the reconstruction phase.

• COLMAP Mapper: In this phase, we use the keypoints, images, and feature

matches we imported into COLMAP database to initialize the reconstruction.

Our test bags contain (3, 5, 10, 25) bags and the results after reconstruction are

discussed in Section 4.4. COLMAP implements an incremental reconstruction

algorithm, see Figure 4.2. In the first stage, COLMAP will carefully look for

an image pair for performing two-view reconstruction [80]. Bad initialization

can lead to poor reconstruction results. A good initialization image pair will

have significant overlap over the entire scene graph [80]. The new images are

registered to the current 3D model using a Perspective-N-Point problem [30]

using the computed feature correspondences (2D) to triangulated points (3D)

in previously registered images.

Generally, the 2D-3D correspondences are outlier contaminated. COLMAP uses

a robust pose solver to minimize the error in camera pose estimation and com-

putes a reliable triangulation [80]. In computer vision, the process of finding

a point in 3D space based on its projections onto an image pair is known as
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Table 4.3: Stereo - Averaged over all sequences. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method # KPs MS mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 7883.7 0.030 0.001 0.012 0.037 0.097 0.178
SuperPoint 646.1 0.035 0.001 0.009 0.034 0.083 0.152

SIFT 7893.8 0.026 0.001 0.009 0.031 0.078 0.141
ORB 7521.9 0.029 0.001 0.008 0.029 0.073 0.126
SURF 7697.9 0.025 0.001 0.006 0.024 0.058 0.113

triangulation. Triangulation is a critical step in SfM. It increases the stability

of the existing 3D model and enables registration of new images with computed

2D-3D correspondences from the current image [80]. Bundle adjustment aims

to find the optimal camera pose and scene structure simultaneously by min-

imizing the reprojection error with non-linear methods and refining outliers.

After a successful reconstruction, COLMAP outputs the 3D points and cam-

eras with corresponding pose information into binary files. The example 3D

reconstruction outputs from COLMAP can be seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

After the above steps, we use the pose information given by the COLMAP on

individual (3, 5, 10, 25) bags and compare them with ground truth pose information

to estimate the (errq, errt). In the following section, we discuss benchmark outcomes.

4.4 Results

For all our experiments, we kept a fixed number of keypoints to 8000, visibility thresh-

old of 100, inlier threshold of 0.0001, unless stated otherwise. To compute the camera

pose and the essential matrix, we applied RANSAC with the five-point algorithm.

Our tests include evaluating the performance of local features: SIFT [55], SURF

[12], ORB [74], AKAZE [4] and SuperPoint [25] on the datasets - reichstag, milan cathedral,

mount rushmore, sagrada familia and united states capitol. We used OpenCV

implementations for SIFT, SURF, ORB, and AKAZE. For SuperPoint, we used the

authors implementations. One important thing to note here is that for SuperPoint,

due to the way the method is developed, we we only able to obtain c.a.650 local

features per image on average, which is much lower than other compared methods.

The averaged results over all the sequences for wide-baseline stereo matching and

multi-view stereo tests are provided in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, where
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Table 4.4: MVS - Averaged over all sequences. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 79.0 2.89 0.238 0.342 0.403 0.453 0.499
SIFT 64.5 2.81 0.203 0.277 0.325 0.365 0.395
SURF 48.8 2.70 0.102 0.157 0.196 0.226 0.252

SuperPoint 40.1 3.01 0.077 0.133 0.169 0.199 0.222
ORB 37.7 2.66 0.080 0.130 0.162 0.186 0.208

• Method is the feature extractor method implemented to extract keypoints and

descriptors.

• # KPs is the average number of keypoints over all sequences.

• MS is the average matching score over all sequences.

• mAP x◦ is the mean average precision at angular threshold x◦.

• SR is the success ratio (percentage) in the reconstruction with COLMAP, out

of 100 subsets.

• TL is the average track length.

4.4.1 Task 1: Wide-baseline stereo matching

Matching Scores. From Table 4.3, we can observe that SuperPoint [25] has the

highest matching score despite it’s lesser average number of keypoints. Following the

SuperPoint, we have AKAZE [4], ORB [74], SIFT [55] and SURF [12]. It is interesting

to note that ORB has better matching score when compared to SIFT and SURF.

Camera Pose. Though SuperPoint [25] has the highest matching score, it clearly

is not the best corresponding to camera pose metric. AKAZE [4] has the highest

mAP 15◦ of 0.037 followed by SuperPoint, SIFT, ORB and SURF. ORB performs

poorer than SIFT even though it has a higher matching score than SIFT.

From the above observations, it is interesting to note that matching scores and

camera pose are not completely correlated.
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Breakdown by Sequence. Now, let us dive in and observe the breakdown by

sequence for stereo tests in Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9. Again, the table is sorted

in decreasing order of mAP 15◦ . From the tables we can observe that, SuperPoint

[25] better on milan cathedral, mount rushmore and sagrada familia. But its

performance is low on reichstag and united states capitol. The matching scores

magnitudes are pretty low because of very strict inlier threshold 0.0001. Also, it has

to be noted that we cannot control the number of keypoints we can extract using the

learned feature extractor SuperPoint [25]. SURF [12] is showing a consistently poor

performance on all the datasets in wide-baseline stereo matching tests. ORB [74] has

a medium to poor performance on all the datasets. SIFT [55] and AKAZE [4] show

consistently good performance on all the datasets.

Matching score under different thresholds. Finally, as the default thresh-

old of 0.0001 is very strict, we would like to see the performance of different lo-

cal features with respect to matching scores when we change the inlier threshold of

{0.0001, 0.001, 0.01}. As these thresholds are in calibrated camera coordinates, where

the long-side of the image plane is considered to be of length one, on a 640×480 im-

age, 0.0001 would correspond to 0.01 pixels, that is, exact match. Often, benchmarks

Table 4.5: Stereo - milan cathedral. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method # KPs MS mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

SuperPoint 694.8 0.023 0.001 0.008 0.049 0.118 0.200
AKAZE 7754.2 0.020 0.000 0.008 0.027 0.080 0.158

SIFT 7761.9 0.018 0.001 0.007 0.025 0.078 0.158
SURF 7544.4 0.017 0.000 0.004 0.021 0.054 0.109
ORB 7805.4 0.018 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.044 0.081

Table 4.6: Stereo - mount rushmore. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method # KPs MS mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

SuperPoint 516.3 0.052 0.001 0.003 0.018 0.062 0.133
AKAZE 7840.3 0.049 0.001 0.004 0.015 0.070 0.160

SIFT 7835.0 0.042 0.000 0.002 0.015 0.064 0.141
ORB 7588.0 0.048 0.000 0.001 0.013 0.056 0.109
SURF 7561.6 0.041 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.048 0.110
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Table 4.7: Stereo - reichstag. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method # KPs MS mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

ORB 7288.5 0.034 0.000 0.014 0.050 0.114 0.192
SIFT 7978.1 0.030 0.001 0.010 0.041 0.088 0.153

AKAZE 7961.9 0.037 0.001 0.015 0.040 0.105 0.197
SuperPoint 661.3 0.050 0.001 0.011 0.037 0.091 0.166

SURF 7719.0 0.027 0.000 0.009 0.035 0.067 0.131

Table 4.8: Stereo - sagrada familia. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method # KPs MS mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

SuperPoint 721.1 0.018 0.001 0.007 0.032 0.068 0.114
AKAZE 7862.3 0.017 0.000 0.007 0.021 0.048 0.082

ORB 7732.0 0.016 0.000 0.003 0.016 0.029 0.052
SIFT 7894.2 0.014 0.000 0.005 0.016 0.033 0.057
SURF 7732.5 0.014 0.000 0.003 0.009 0.024 0.040

Table 4.9: Stereo - united states capitol. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method # KPs MS mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 8000.0 0.028 0.002 0.026 0.082 0.180 0.290
SIFT 8000.0 0.025 0.001 0.020 0.056 0.127 0.197
ORB 7195.6 0.027 0.003 0.021 0.055 0.124 0.196
SURF 7932.0 0.025 0.002 0.015 0.043 0.095 0.175

SuperPoint 637.0 0.032 0.002 0.014 0.034 0.077 0.145

allow tolerance of 5 pixels [67], which roughly corresponds to 0.01.

The Tables 4.19, 4.20, and 4.21 provide results for the variation of matching

scores across the 100 sets for different local features. We consider a match between

two keypoints as an inlier if the geodesic distance, see Eq. 4.4, is less than the inlier

threshold. We can observe that SuperPoint [25] has consistent high performance in

matching score across all sequences for all the inlier thresholds. We like to confirm

from this observation that very high matching score doesn’t necessarily imply good

reconstruction, see Table 4.4. SIFT [55] and SURF [12] have almost same matching

scores but their performance varies a lot in multi-view stereo tests. Though ORB
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[74] has almost the same matching scores as AKAZE [4], the later has been the top

performer in multi-view stereo tests.

4.4.2 Task 2: SfM from small subsets

Camera Pose. From Table 4.4, we can observe that AKAZE has a very high re-

construction success ratio followed by SIFT, SURF, SuperPoint, and ORB. When it

comes to Average Track Length, SuperPoint performs better than AKAZE. AKAZE

has a high mAP 15◦ of 0.403 followed by SIFT, SURF, SuperPoint, and ORB. The

possibility of a poor performance by SuperPoint in MVS tests is because of less num-

ber of keypoints but surprisingly though it has fewer keypoints, it performed better

than ORB in multi-view stereo. Our results show that ORB is not a good choice for

pair-wise (stereo) or multi-view stereo in real-world applications.

Breakdown by Sequence. Now, let us dive in and observe the breakdown by se-

quence for multi-view stereo tests. The Tables 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 have

been generated by sorting the results with respect to the metric mAP 15◦ . From the

results we can observe that AKAZE [4] is the clear winner for all the datasets. It is

also interesting to note that AKAZE [4] has a very high success ratio when compared

to other feature extractor methods. Success ratio refers to the number of successful

reconstructions done by COLMAP. Following AKAZE [4], SIFT [55] has shown consis-

tent performance in multi-view stereo tests, except in united states capitol dataset.

SuperPoint [25] can be considered as an exception for poor performance because

COLMAP needs more than 4000 keypoints to get a decent reconstruction.

From breakdown by sequence results in both wide-baseline stereo and multi-view

stereo tests, we can observe that high matching scores don’t necessarily imply good

3D reconstructions. AKAZE [4] has no consistent top performance in stereo tests,

but in SfM it is the clear winner in all the dataset sequences. So, it clearly shows

that just matching score based metrics don’t necessarily tell about the performance of

the local features in challenging cases. The SuperPoint [25] scores consistently good

in wide-baseline stereo matching based tests but its performance deteriorates in SfM

based metrics.

Breakdown by Bag Size: Multi-View Stereo tests. In Tables 4.15, 4.16, 4.17,

and 4.18, we breakdown sequences by bag size i.e., (3, 5, 10, 25). We can observe that
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Table 4.10: MVS - milan cathedral. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 88.5 3.16 0.388 0.546 0.621 0.664 0.705
SIFT 84.8 3.10 0.401 0.540 0.610 0.649 0.679
SURF 57.0 2.89 0.180 0.269 0.324 0.359 0.385

SuperPoint 44.0 3.21 0.128 0.204 0.249 0.278 0.302
ORB 20.8 2.77 0.044 0.076 0.093 0.108 0.123

Table 4.11: MVS - mount rushmore. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 80.0 3.22 0.180 0.293 0.363 0.424 0.470
SIFT 62.7 3.08 0.146 0.235 0.286 0.335 0.367

SuperPoint 67.0 3.60 0.108 0.201 0.265 0.320 0.362
SURF 51.5 3.05 0.073 0.123 0.168 0.204 0.238
ORB 35.5 2.83 0.030 0.076 0.115 0.142 0.167

Table 4.12: MVS - reichstag. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 90.5 3.19 0.335 0.462 0.533 0.583 0.629
SIFT 88.8 2.99 0.215 0.330 0.402 0.465 0.509
ORB 72.0 2.82 0.183 0.298 0.371 0.418 0.456
SURF 77.0 2.90 0.151 0.269 0.342 0.396 0.436

SuperPoint 59.0 3.21 0.102 0.191 0.242 0.280 0.310

Table 4.13: MVS - sagrada familia. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 79.0 3.05 0.499 0.586 0.618 0.636 0.659
SIFT 72.0 3.09 0.486 0.538 0.567 0.582 0.598
ORB 54.8 2.87 0.245 0.310 0.334 0.353 0.367
SURF 44.0 2.88 0.253 0.299 0.315 0.329 0.339

SuperPoint 20.0 3.11 0.101 0.131 0.145 0.157 0.164
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Table 4.14: MVS - united states capitol. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 81.2 2.70 0.033 0.097 0.170 0.254 0.327
ORB 22.0 2.58 0.008 0.026 0.048 0.068 0.088
SURF 42.2 2.41 0.003 0.016 0.043 0.070 0.100
SIFT 37.7 2.55 0.004 0.016 0.041 0.072 0.095

SuperPoint 14.0 2.86 0.004 0.013 0.027 0.039 0.051

AKAZE [4] and SIFT [55] are the consistent top performers. Again, the results in

these tables have been sorted with respect to the mAP 15◦ metric. It is interesting to

observe that the performance of SURF [12] gradually increased with increase in bag

size. For a bag size of 25, every feature extractor has a > 97% success ratio for 3D

reconstructions. This explains why the results are so high for all the feature extractor

methods in Schönberger et al. [85]’s benchmark.

Table 4.15: MVS - All sequences - Bag Size 3. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 57.0 2.29 0.060 0.131 0.176 0.215 0.263
SIFT 50.2 2.27 0.041 0.085 0.125 0.168 0.199

SuperPoint 37.8 2.36 0.036 0.079 0.109 0.138 0.157
ORB 29.8 2.24 0.011 0.050 0.077 0.095 0.115
SURF 32.8 2.24 0.015 0.044 0.072 0.090 0.110

Table 4.16: MVS - All sequences - Bag Size 5. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 81.6 2.81 0.222 0.334 0.399 0.455 0.502
SIFT 60.2 2.72 0.175 0.252 0.302 0.342 0.372

SuperPoint 39.8 2.88 0.068 0.129 0.166 0.196 0.221
SURF 42.6 2.65 0.068 0.115 0.153 0.182 0.207
ORB 32.2 2.64 0.059 0.101 0.129 0.151 0.172
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Table 4.17: MVS - All sequences - Bag Size 10. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 98.4 3.58 0.433 0.561 0.635 0.689 0.734
SIFT 83.2 3.43 0.393 0.495 0.548 0.586 0.614
SURF 71.0 3.21 0.223 0.311 0.364 0.407 0.441
ORB 51.0 3.11 0.169 0.239 0.281 0.312 0.337

SuperPoint 42.8 3.78 0.125 0.192 0.234 0.263 0.287

Table 4.18: MVS - All sequences - Bag Size 25. Results are sorted using mAP 15◦ .

Method SR TL mAP 5◦ mAP 10◦ mAP 15◦ mAP 20◦ mAP 25◦

AKAZE 100.0 5.27 0.657 0.759 0.807 0.835 0.855
SIFT 99.2 4.86 0.598 0.685 0.727 0.754 0.774
SURF 97.2 4.39 0.491 0.593 0.645 0.680 0.705
ORB 99.8 3.81 0.445 0.555 0.615 0.654 0.683

SuperPoint 97.4 5.34 0.404 0.513 0.571 0.608 0.636

4.4.3 Benchmark – Final Remarks

From our observations, we would like to conclude that SfM based metrics are necessary

to evaluate the performance of the local features along with matching score metrics.

We believe that our benchmark can provide the computer vision community a proper

evaluation challenge to come up with robust local features. The benchmark is being

hosted as a challenge and the most up-to-date results with more local features can

be observed at the following link: https : //image−matching−workshop.github.io.
The teaser of our challenge website is shown in Figure 4.5.

The code for our benchmark is also available public and can be found at the

following link - https : //github.com/vcg − uvic/sfm benchmark release.

https://image-matching-workshop.github.io
https://github.com/vcg-uvic/sfm_benchmark_release
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Figure 4.5: Image Challenge Workshop - Website
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Table 4.19: Matching Scores, with inlier threshold = 0.0001

Sequence SIFT SURF AKAZE ORB SuperPoint
milan cathedral 0.018 0.017 0.020 0.018 0.023
mount rushmore 0.042 0.041 0.049 0.048 0.052

reichstag 0.030 0.027 0.037 0.034 0.050
sagrada familia 0.014 0.014 0.017 0.016 0.018

united states capitol 0.025 0.025 0.028 0.027 0.032

Table 4.20: Matching Scores, with inlier threshold = 0.001

Sequence SIFT SURF AKAZE ORB SuperPoint
milan cathedral 0.058 0.054 0.064 0.056 0.073
mount rushmore 0.126 0.123 0.140 0.142 0.150

reichstag 0.094 0.084 0.112 0.106 0.151
sagrada familia 0.045 0.045 0.052 0.050 0.058

united states capitol 0.079 0.078 0.087 0.084 0.099

Table 4.21: Matching Scores, with inlier threshold = 0.01

Sequence SIFT SURF AKAZE ORB SuperPoint
milan cathedral 0.178 0.166 0.192 0.172 0.216
mount rushmore 0.360 0.351 0.380 0.390 0.395

reichstag 0.262 0.241 0.296 0.290 0.385
sagrada familia 0.138 0.139 0.156 0.151 0.175

united states capitol 0.237 0.233 0.254 0.250 0.286
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have focused on the importance of datasets and benchmarks, in the

era of deep learning. As discussed in Chapter 2, datasets have played critical role in

enlarging the capacity of deep neural entworks. At the same time, benchmarks have

guided and stimulated the development of more practical computer vision methods,

including deep learning-based ones. We have seen that for depth-based hand segmen-

tation, and for modern local features, these two aspects lack.

Regarding the datasets, we have introduced a new systematic way of acquiring

high-quality dataset for depth-based hand segmentation that is significantly larger

than what is currently available, as well as the dataset itself. Specifically, we cre-

ated a high quality hand segmentation dataset consisting of 265,000 frames captured

at a resolution of 640 × 480 using Intel RealSense SR300 [44]. The dataset is pub-

licly available for research purposes and can be accessed from the following link:

https://gfx.uvic.ca/pubs/2018/bojja2018handseg/page.md.

Through the systematic process, we were able to create a dataset without the

extensive manual labour that is required without our method. Our dataset contains

high-accuracy dense pixel annotations, large pose variations, and many different sub-

jects. We demonstrated the effectiveness and the quality of our datasets with various

machine learning methods. We also proposed a novel segmentation network that is

faster than existing baselines, and provides superior segmentation quality.

We then turned our attention to proper benchmarking of local features. We have

shown the limitations of existing benchmarks, and have also demonstrated experi-

mentally that the field of local features has been partially mislead by metrics that are

not directly related to their practical performance.

https://gfx.uvic.ca/pubs/2018/bojja2018handseg/page.md
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In order to overcome this problem, we propose a new benchmark with two challeng-

ing tasks - Wide-baseline stereo matching and SfM on small subsets. We hosted our

benchmark as a challenge on the following link - https://image-matching-workshop.

github.io. We also open-sourced the source code for our benchmark pipeline at -

https://github.com/vcg-uvic/sfm benchmark release

Through our benchmark, we revealed that existing metrics have not properly

guided local feature development. For example, SuperPoint, a deep learning-based

recent method, performs best in terms of matching scores, but when it comes to actual

camera pose estimation it falls short of AKAZE. This became even more evident when

multiple views are considered. These findings are discovered for the first time, even

though local feature research has a long history. We believe our benchmark will

become a new landmark in a long-standing important problem in computer vision.

https://image-matching-workshop.github.io
https://image-matching-workshop.github.io
https://github.com/vcg-uvic/sfm_benchmark_release
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